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natural science method is able to yield, will also have
realized that an experimental method will never succeed
in doing justice to the nature of the human soul, nor will it
ever trace even an approximately faithful picture of the
complicated psychic phenomena.
But, when we leave the realm of mensurable facts, we
are dependent upon concepts, which have now to assume
the office of measure and number. That precision which
exact measurements lend to the observed fact can be
replaced only by the. precision of the concept. Unfortunately,
however, as is only too familiar to every investigator and
worker in this field, current psychological concepts are
involved in such uncertainty and ambiguity that mutual
understanding is almost impossible. One has only to
take the concept 'feeling', for instance, and attempt to
visualize everything that this idea contains, to get some
sort of notion of the variability and ambiguity of psycho-
logical concepts. Nevertheless this concept does express
something characteristic that is certainly inaccessible to
rule and number and yet conceivably existing. One
cannot simply resign oneself, as Wundt does in his physio-
logical psychology, to a mere denial of the validity of such
facts as essential basic phenomena, whereby they are either
replaced by elementary facts or again resolved into such.
For by so doing a primary element of psychology is
entirely lost
In order to escape the drawback this overvaluation of
the natural science method involves, one is obliged to have
recourse to well-defined concepts. But, before we could
arrive at such concepts, the collaboration of many would be
needed ; i.e. the consensus gentium, so to speak, would have
to be invoked. But since this is not within the immediate
range of possibility, the individual pioneer must at least
strive to give his concepts some fixity and precision; and
this is best achieved by so elucidating the meaning of the

